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WELCOME
East Asia has dominated the global steel industry for
decades. With global prices now being set by war
and new major exporters, is its influence now waning
or will it return as a dominant force later this year?
Developing markets in Southeast and South Asia are
now leading global steel demand growth. China is at
a turning point in its economic history, with
profound implications for steel. Weaker demand is
being matched by weaker production, but will
restraints continue indefinitely? Meanwhile, will
India’s new wave of capacity lead to a new wave of
exports? In this case, will demand growth in
Southeast and South Asia be enough to absorb the
excess, considering their own expanding capacity?

The last two years have seen raw materials markets
in turmoil as shortages and trade disruptions have
first sent prices spiralling higher. This was
interrupted by their collapse on the back of sharp
cutbacks in Chinese production, but the Russian
invasion of Ukraine has again sent markets into
turmoil. Trade has also had a tumultuous few years
with the US-China showdown, Covid, freight rate
surges and a range of new restrictions on exports
and imports for various products, as well as the new
impact of sanctions on Russia. New export giants
may be developing in South Asia, with India looking
more like China circa 2005. Amid all this, new trade
frameworks are developing as the WTO loses
influence and competing trading blocs evolve.
Competition and protectionism are important drivers
which could dramatically shape steel trade flows in
the coming years.

Our panel of industry experts will offer their views on
these topics and many other obstacles facing the
Asian market.

Conference Overview
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Keynote session 1: Asia steel markets: from one crisis to another

East Asia has dominated the global steel industry for decades but is its influence now waning? Developing markets in
Southeast and South Asia are now leading global steel demand growth. As the region begins to emerge from the ravages of
Covid, emerging regions have a chance to shine as stimulus packages are rolled out. Problems remain, and Covid may re-
emerge in a new wave, but spending has supported demand growth and could continue to do so in many regions. China
however is at a turning point in its economic history, with profound implications for steel. Weaker demand is being matched
by weaker production, but will restraints continue indefinitely? Or will lower demand lead to a return to export markets? In
this case, will demand growth in Southeast and South Asia be enough to absorb the excess, considering their own expanding
capacity? 

PROGRAMME - DAY 1
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13:00

15:00

Networking Break14:15

Session 2: Investment, demand and the green economy

End of Day 1

16:15

|   27th April 2022

Although capacity investments have shifted from East Asia to the South and Southeast, Asia remains the key driver of global
investment. After constant complaints of global overcapacity, global markets now seen extremely tight. Does this short term
shock justify long term investments? With climate change and other environmental issues becoming more important, are
current investments the right ones? Does the looming economic crisis mean an end to regulatory pressures on the
environment, or will they be tightened? We are already seeing new carbon border taxes and steelmakers charging carbon
emissions surcharges. Will these measures survive the rush to find any available energy source? Does China point the way
with its peaking capacity and shift towards EAFs? Or is something more radical needed? Demand remains the key driver of
investment, so will this trump environmental concerns? Will India’s new wave of capacity lead to a new wave of exports, and
how much more steel can Southeast Asia take as it too builds up its domestic production capacities?

Will environmental factors weigh on investment decisions?
Will demand growth be enough to sustain planned capacity investments?
Which regions and companies will take the lead in shaping the future of the industry?
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Who will gain most from soaring prices and supply disruptions?
How will peak Chinese steel affect the rest of the region?
How will trade flows shift as capacity investments come online?
Will the region emerge smoothly from the pandemic?
Will Southeast Asia become a target for aggressive exports as globalization retreats?K
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Tomas Gutierrez, Managing Editor Asia, Kallanish (Moderator)
Alok Sahay, Secretary General, Indian Steel Association
Li Xinchuang, President, China Metallurgical Planning and Research Institute
Yeo Wee Jin, Secretary General, SEAISI

Speakers

Tomas Gutierrez, Managing Editor Asia, Kallanish (Moderator)
Kazuo Mike Fujisawa, Principal Overseas Business Planning Department, JFE Steel Corporation
Melati Sarnita, Commercial Director, PT Krakatau Steel
Rajiv Mangal, President & CEO, Tata Steel Thailand 

Speakers

Networking Break

18:00

17:00 Session 3: Asia Steel Markets - Decarbonisation, Trading & Finance
The global need to confront climate change and other ESG issues will require changes in how normal business operates.
Tracing carbon footprints through the value chain has led the way in these technologies, but accurate sourcing in an
increasingly divided world may have growing regulatory importance. These changes will affect the entire value chain and
require new forms of accounting to ensure key metrics, such as emissions reductions, can be proved and add value.
Alongside this, the digitisation of more processes, including trade and finance, allow for enhanced monitoring of ESG issues.
With growing trade policies linking costs to emissions, and growing consumer demands that the social and environmental
impacts of the products they buy are fully documented, companies will need to keep up to date with developments in
order to maintain the value of their trade and avoid being cut out of some markets.

Emanuele Norsa, Managing Editor Southern Europe, Kallanish (Moderator)
Arnoud Star Busmann, CEO, Minehub Technologies (panellist)
Yongmei Yan, Regional Sales Director Asia, Metals-Hub (panellist)
Andrew Glass, Head of Sales & Partnerships, Viridios
Anurag Bhatnagar, Advisor, Tathya Earth (panellist)

Speakers



The last two years have seen raw materials markets in turmoil as shortages and trade disruptions have sent prices spiraling
higher. Now war in Ukraine has triggered another jump in prices and stimulus in China means further increases could be
sustained. Long term forecasts however still point to much lower prices. Will that downturn in raw materials prices come, and
when? Will supply shortages bridge a gap until rising demand from emerging markets can make up for some of the reduced
demand from current importing giants? Will changes in production technologies leave some materials in the dust while
price rises focus on key product groups?

·

Trade has had a tumultuous few years with the US-China showdown, Covid, freight rate surges and a range of new
restrictions on exports and imports for various products. Now the war in Ukraine and solidifying geopolitical divisions are
further readjusting market flows. Fundamental shifts still drive flows however and the shift in demand trends in China
continues to have a strong pull on international markets as it periodically moves between imports and exports. New export
giants may be developing in South Asia, with India looking more like China circa 2005. Amid all this, new trade frameworks
are developing as the WTO loses influence and competing trading blocs evolve. Competition and protectionism are
important drivers which could dramatically shape steel trade flows in the coming years.

PROGRAMME - DAY 2
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Networking Break

13:00 Session 4: Raw materials adjust to a new future

14:15

Networking Break16:15

15:00 Session 5: Trade in turmoil 

End of Conference18:00
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What does China’s slowdown mean for raw materials prices?
How long will the Russia-Ukraine war disrupt markets?
Will iron ore and scrap markets be redefined by environmental concerns?
Will the post-Covid world see more or less resource nationalism?
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Will trade remain global or become more regional?
Will India replace China as the dominant Asian exporter?
Will nationalism and protectionism trump free trade?
How can the industry protect itself in such volatile times?
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Session 6: Asia Steel Markets – Perspectives17:00

Kallanish analyses and interrogates some of the key issues from the conference, taking a view across all sessions to give the
big picture for the region’s steel industry. In an open discussion between the moderators and the conference delegates we
try to get to the bottom of the key themes.

Emanuele Norsa, Managing Editor Southern Europe, Kallanish (Moderator)
Paul Mullins, Director, Kallanish
Sayed Aameer, Journalist Indian Sub-Continent, Kallanish
Tomas Gutierrez, Managing Editor Asia, Kallanish
Anna Low, Journalist SE Asia, Kallanish
Maryam Wang, Steel Analyst, Kallanish

Speakers

 

Sayed Aameer, Journalist India Sub Continent, Kallanish (Moderator)
Rahul Goel, Head, Projects Planning & Business Development, General Nice Resources
Hu Hongsheng, Director of Research Scrap Department, Fubao Information
Tang Yauyue, Global Trade Manager, Hebei Iron & Steel (HBIS) 
Ian Roper, Consultant, Kallanish Consulting Services

Speakers

Tomas Gutierrez, Managing Editor Asia, Kallanish (Moderator)
Derek Langston, Senior Director, SSY Consultancy & Research (moderator)
Collin Chen, Export Manager - Wire Rod, Yonggang (panellist)
Gorkem Bolaca, Managing Director, Galex Steel International (panellist)
Kelvin Fu, Managing Partner, Gunung Capital (panellist)

Baldev Bhinder, Managing Director, Blackstone & Gold

Speakers



Head over to the virtual networking
room to meet and engage in face to
face conversations.  You can join
group discussions from 2 to 15 people.

Vote in live polls and see what the
audience is thinking. Voice your
opinion, watch as the results pour in,
and see how the presenters interpret
the results, LIVE.

Watch live demonstrations on the
exhibition booths, find out about new
products and services, and meet new
contacts.

We're here to help at the help desk. If
you are having technical difficulties or
simply want some tips on how to get
the most out of the platform, stop by
and say hi!

Ask questions during the live
conference streams and our
moderators will put your questions
directly to the presenters.  You can
ask questions  anonymously. 

Making new connections through the
attendee list has now been turbo
charged with the new video meeting
feature embedded into the platform.
Plus export all your connections to
your own contact list.

Networking Room Q&A

Exhibitors Polls

Help Desk Connections

CONNECT &
NETWORK
Easy to Use Interactive Tools
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PRICE AND BOOKING

sales@kallanish.com

+44 208 735 6520Book
Now

kallanish.com/events

Make sure you pay when you
register to lock in your low rate.

Rate Price

Full Price $450

Expires

Your conference fee includes full access to all
the live streams, all features of Asia Steel
Markets 2022 virtual platform, recorded
sessions, presentation materials and face to
face networking.

26th Apr

Your Details
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Job Title

Company

Address

Address

Phone

Email

Delegate 1 

Delegate 2

Delegate 3 

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

Group Booking, please enter the additional names below:

Payment Information

Mastercard            Visa              Amex             Maestro

Name on card

Card Number

Billing Address

Expiry Date

Signature

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____  /  _____     CVV: ______

____________________________

Ticket Type

By signing below, you confirm that you have read and agreed to the terms and conditions overleaf.

SIGNATURE: _________________________________________ Date: ___________________ 

Confirmation

REGISTRATION FORM

By Phone

By Email

Online
INCLUDES:
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The following Terms & Conditions form the basis on which any services, information and materials are provided

to any company, organisation and/or individual (together referred to as “you” in these Terms & Conditions) by or

on behalf of Kallanish Limited or related companies (all referred to as “Kallanish”) except where and insofar as

any alternative Terms & Conditions have been specifically agreed by Kallanish. By accessing or using any

Kallanish service, information or materials you agree to be contractually bound by such Terms & Conditions.

These Terms & Conditions may be updated from time to time. 

Event descriptions, content, dates and venues 

Kallanish reserves the right at any time to make reasonable changes to events, courses and other services

provided including, but not limited to, changes to descriptions, content, dates, times, speakers, guests and

venues, without liability. In the event of cancellation, Kallanish will make reasonable efforts to provide an

alternative and where this is not possible, will refund monies received from you by Kallanish with respect to

what has been cancelled. Kallanish is not responsible for travel arrangements, accommodation, or any other

arrangements that you make in connection with the services provided by Kallanish. 

Registration 
When registering for any event, course or service provided by Kallanish you must provide details of any special

requirements including any requirements relating to diet, physical disability, mobility problem or other

condition requiring special care or attention. You are also invited at that time to inform us about any additional

requests that you may have. Kallanish reserves the right to make an additional charge for requirements and

requests that can be accommodated. Kallanish shall have no obligation to provide any service, information or

materials unless and until the relevant registration has been accepted and satisfactory payment arrangements

have been made. Kallanish reserves the absolute right to refuse to allow attendance at any course or event or

access to any service if any payment is not received in time or if Kallanish has reasonable grounds to believe that

payment arrangements made are not satisfactory. 

Your right to cancel or transfer 
Kallanish’s services are generally designed for business, trade and professional use. If, however, the Consumer

Protection (Distance Selling) Regulations 2000 apply, you may cancel your registration within 14 days of making

it provided that services have not commenced. Apart from any such right, a cancellation fee of 25% of the total

fee, including VAT, shall apply with respect to cancellations up to 30 days prior to the commencement of the

relevant course, event or service and after this the cancellation fee shall be 100% of the fee including VAT.

Subject to notice to Kallanish at least 48 hours before the commencement of any service, course or event, the

reservation may be transferred to another person without charge. Within 48 hours, a charge of 10% of the fee

may be made. 

Disclaimer 

Use of any information or material provided by Kallanish is entirely at your risk and in no circumstances is

Kallanish responsible for any loss, damage or other negative consequence of use of information or material by

you or anyone else. 

Use of personal data 
Personal data is gathered and used to enable Kallanish to provide services to you. This may involve passing

details on to third parties. Such details may also be used by Kallanish for marketing purposes including sending

information about Kallanish’s services and other products. Such details will not otherwise be passed on to third

parties without your consent. 

Third party rights 
An individual, company or organisation not party to any agreement between you and Kallanish shall not have or

acquire any rights under or in connection with it. Law and jurisdiction These Terms & Conditions shall be

governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of England and Wales and the parties agree to submit

to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of England and Wales in order to resolve any dispute or difference

between the parties or to enforce or take any other legal action in connection with any contract to which these

Terms & Conditions apply.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Make time to read the small print
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